World Consumption Report on Textile & Fabric Finishing Mills


This World Consumption Report on Textile & Fabric Finishing Mills provides data on the net consumption of Products and Services in each of the countries listed. The Products and Services covered (Textile & fabric finishing mills) are classified by the 5-Digit United States Commerce Department Major Product Codes and each Product and Services is then further defined and analyzed by each 6 to 10-Digit United States Commerce Department Product Codes. This report consists of a DVD containing the entire report web and databases. Readers can access and reproduce the information for inclusion into their own documents or reports. The tables & databases are in Access & Excel formats on the DVD to enable readers to produce their own spreadsheet calculations and modeling. This database is updated monthly.


Net consumption of Textile & Fabric Finishing Mills Products & Services in each country.

This database covers NAICS code: 31331. Products/Services classified by 5-Digit US Commerce Department Code and then defined by each 6 to 10-Digit Product Codes.


TEXTILE & FABRIC FINISHING MILLS: PRODUCTS & MARKETS COVERED:

Textile & fabric finishing mills

Broadwoven fabric finishing mills

Broadwoven fabric finishing mills - manufacturer

Finished cotton broadwoven fabrics (not finished in weaving mills)

Finished cotton broadwoven print cloth (not finished in weaving mills)

Finished cotton broadwoven poplin & broadcloth (not finished in weaving mills)

Finished cotton broadwoven sheeting, plain weave, incl bedsheeting & osnaburgs (not finished in weaving mills)

Finished cotton broadwoven tobacco, cheese & bandage cloth (not finished in weaving mills)

Finished cotton broadwoven fabrics, other plain weave fabrics (except pile), incl lawns, voiles, batistes & duck (not finished in weaving mills)

Finished cotton broadwoven twill weave fabrics (not finished in weaving mills)

Finished cotton broadwoven fabrics, weaves other than plain, twill & pile, incl sateens, oxfords, table damask, jacquard & dobbi shirting (not finished in weaving mills)
Finished cotton broadwoven pile fabrics, incl velvets, plushes, corduroy, terry toweling & terry cloth (not finished in weaving mills)

Broadwoven fab., cotton, plain weave (exc. pile), finish. mills

Finished cotton broadwoven fabrics (not finished in weaving mills), nsk

Broadwoven fabric finishing mills - converter

Broadwoven fabric finishing mills - commission fin

Job or commission finishing of cotton broadwoven print cloth

Job or commission finishing of cotton broadwoven plain weave fabrics (except print cloth)

Job or commission finishing of cotton broadwoven poplin & broadcloth fabrics

Job or commission finishing of cotton broadwoven sheeting fabrics, plain weave, incl bedsheeting & osnaburgs

Job or commission finishing of cotton broadwoven tobacco, cheese & bandage cloth

Job or commission finishing of cotton broadwoven duck fabrics

Job or commission finishing of cotton broadwoven plain weave fabrics, other (except pile) incl lawns, voiles & batistes

Broadwoven fab., cotton, other plain weaves, job/com. finish.

Job or commission finishing of cotton broadwoven twill weave fabrics (except pile)

Job or commission finishing of cotton broadwoven fabrics (except plain weave & twill weave)

Job or commission finishing of cotton broadwoven sateen fabrics

Job or commission finishing of cotton broadwoven fabrics (except plain weave, twill weave, sateens & pile), incl oxfords, table damask, jacquard & dobbi shirting & birdseye diaper cloth

Broadwoven fabrics, cotton, other weaves, job/commis. finish.

Job or commission finishing of cotton broadwoven pile fabrics (velvets, plushes, corduroy, terry toweling, terry cloth & others)

Job or commission finishing of cotton broadwoven fabrics, nsk

Finished manmade fiber & silk broadwoven fabrics (not finished in weaving mills)

Finished manmade fiber broadwoven print cloth (not finished in weaving mills), of 85 percent or more spun yarns

Finished manmade fiber broadwoven print cloth, of 85 percent or more spun yarns (not finished in weaving mills)

Finished manmade fiber broadwoven fabrics, plain weave except print cloth, (not finished in weaving mills), of 85 percent or more spun yarns

Finished manmade fiber broadwoven poplin & broadcloth, of 85 percent or more spun yarns (not finished in weaving mills)

Finished manmade fiber broadwoven sheeting, plain weave, incl bedsheeting & osnaburgs, of 85 percent or more spun yarns (not finished in weaving mills)
Finished manmade fiber broadwoven fabrics, other plain weave fabrics (except pile), incl lawns, voiles & batistes, of 85 percent or more spun yarns (not finished in weaving mills)

Broadwoven fab., man. fiber/silk, plain, >= 85% spun, fin. mills

Finished manmade fiber broadwoven twill weave fabrics (not finished in weaving mills), of 85 percent or more spun yarns

Finished manmade fiber broadwoven twill weave fabrics, of 85 percent or more spun yarns (not finished in weaving mills)

Finished manmade fiber broadwoven sateen fabrics (not finished in weaving mills), of 85 percent or more spun yarns

Finished manmade fiber broadwoven sateen fabrics, of 85 percent or more spun yarns (not finished in weaving mills)

Finished manmade fiber broadwoven fabrics (not finished in weaving mills), of 85 percent or more spun yarns, weaves other than plain, twill, sateens & pile

Finished manmade fiber broadwoven fabrics, weaves other than plain, twill, sateens & pile, of 85 percent or more spun yarns (not finished in weaving mills)

Finished manmade fiber broadwoven pile fabrics, incl velvets, plushes & corduroys (not finished in weaving mills), of 85 percent or more spun yarns

Finished manmade fiber broadwoven pile fabrics, incl velvets, plushes & corduroys, of 85 percent or more spun yarns (not finished in weaving mills)

Finished broadwoven fabrics, chiefly polyester (not finished in weaving mills), of 85 percent or more filament yarns

Finished polyester broadwoven fabrics, of 85 percent or more filament yarns (not finished in weaving mills)

Finished manmade fiber & silk broadwoven fabrics (not finished in weaving mills), of 85 percent or more filament yarns, except polyester & other fabrics incl spun-filament yarn combinations

Bwoven fab., man. fiber/silk, oth., >= 85% filament, fin. mills

Finished rayon, acetate, and/or lyocell broadwoven fabrics, of 85 percent or more filament yarns (not finished in weaving mills)

Finished broadwoven fabrics of manmade fibers other than rayon, acetate, lyocell & polyester, of 85 percent or more filament yarns (not finished in weaving mills)

Other finished broadwoven fabrics, incl combinations of spun & filament yarns, blends with wool, silk & blends with silk (not finished in weaving mills)

Bwoven fab., man. fiber/silk, oth. weaves, >= 85% spun, finish.

Finished manmade fiber & silk broadwoven fabrics (not finished in weaving mills), nsk

Job or commission finishing of manmade fiber & silk broadwoven fabrics

Job or commission finishing of manmade fiber broadwoven print cloth of 85 percent or more spun yarns

Job or commission finishing of manmade fiber broadwoven fabrics of 85 percent or more spun yarns (except print cloth)

Job or commission finishing of manmade fiber broadwoven poplin & broadcloth of 85 percent or more spun yarns

Job or commission finishing of manmade fiber broadwoven plain weave sheeting, incl bedsheeting &
osnaburks, of 85 percent or more spun yarns

Job or commission finishing of manmade fiber broadwoven fabrics of 85 percent or more spun yarns, plain weave (except print cloth, poplin, broadcloth & sheeting)

Job or commission finishing of manmade fiber broadwoven fabrics, twill weave, of 85 percent or more spun yarns

Job or commission finishing of manmade fiber broadwoven fabrics, of 85 percent or more spun yarn, except plain weave, twill weave & pile fabrics

Job or commission finishing of manmade fiber broadwoven pile fabrics of 85 percent or more spun yarns

Job or commission finishing of broadwoven fabrics, chiefly polyester of 85 percent or more filament yarns

Job or commission finishing of broadwoven fabrics, chiefly rayon, acetate, and-or lyocell, of 85 percent or more filament yarns

Job or commission finishing of manmade fiber & silk broadwoven fabrics, of 85 percent or more filament yarns except rayon, acetate, lyocell & polyester; & combinations of spun-filament yarns

Job or commission finishing of manmade fiber broadwoven fabrics, of 85 percent or more filament yarns, except rayon, acetate, lyocell & polyester

Job or commission finishing of manmade fiber & silk broadwoven fabrics, other fabrics, incl combinations of spun & filament yarns, blends with wool, silk & blends with silk

Job or commission finishing of manmade fiber & silk broadwoven fabrics, nsk

Finished broadwoven wool fabrics & felts (not finished in weaving mill)

Finished broadwoven fabrics, nsk, total

Finished broadwoven fabrics, nsk, for nonadministrative-record establishments

Finished broadwoven fabrics, nsk, for administrative-record establishments

Textile & fabric finishing mills

Finished fabrics (except broadwoven) & other finished textiles

Finished yarn, raw stock & narrow fabrics (except knit), not spun, thrown, woven, or braided in the same establishment

Bleached yarns (except wool), not spun or thrown in the same establishment

Dyed carded cotton yarns, not spun in the same establishment

Dyed combed cotton yarns, not spun in the same establishment

Dyed yarns of rayon, acetate, and-or lyocell, not spun or thrown in the same establishment

Dyed yarns of acrylic and-or modacrylic, not spun or thrown in the same establishment

Dyed yarns, polyester blends with cotton, not spun or thrown in the same establishment

Dyed yarns of polyester (except blends with cotton), not spun or thrown in the same establishment

Dyed yarns of other manmade fibers & silk, not spun or thrown in the same establishment

Mercerized cotton yarns, not spun in the same establishment

Raw stock, bleached or dyed (except wool)
Printed plastics film

Finished braided or woven narrow fabrics (except wool), not braided or woven in the same establishment

Finished wool yarns, incl winding, tops, & raw stock, not combed or spun at the same establishment

Job or commission finishing of wool textiles, except broadwoven fabrics

Other textile and fabric finishing, not finished in same estab.

Other textile & fabric finishing (except broadwoven & knit)

Commission receipts for winding, warping, etc., of yarn not thrown or spun in the same establishment

Finished thread & yarn of linen

Finished garments, incl stone washed & tie dyed, not cut & sewn or knit in the same establishment

Finished weft (circular) knit fabrics, except hosiery, not knit in the same establishment, broad (more than 12 inches wide)

Garments & hosiery, finished, not cut/sewn/knit same estab.

Finished warp knit fabrics, not knit in the same establishment, broad (more than 12 inches wide)

Finished knit fabrics, not knit in the same establishment, narrow (12 inches wide or less)

Finished weft (circular) knit fabrics, not knit in the same establishment, narrow (12 inches wide or less)

Finished warp knit fabrics, not knit in the same establishment, narrow (12 inches wide or less)

Contract & commission receipts for finishing only, weft (circular) knit fabrics

Contract & commission receipts for finishing only, weft (circular) knit fabrics, broad (more than 12 inches wide)

Contract & commission receipts for finishing only, weft (circular) knit fabrics, narrow (12 inches wide or less)

Contract & commission receipts for finishing only, warp knit fabrics & receipts for dyeing & finishing lace & net goods

Contract & commission receipts for finishing only, warp knit fabrics, broad (more than 12 inches wide)

Contract & commission receipts for finishing only, warp knit fabrics, narrow (12 inches wide or less)

Contract & commission receipts for dyeing & finishing lace & net goods, except raschel & burned-out lace

Knit fabrics, broad (> 12

Knit fabrics, weft (circular), broad (> 12

Knit fabrics, warp, broad (> 12

Finished fabrics (except broadwoven fabric) & other finished textiles, nsk

Finished fabrics (except broadwoven) & other finished textiles, nsk, for nonadministrative-record establishments

Finished fabrics (except broadwoven) & other finished textiles, nsk, for administrative-record establishments

Textile & fabric finishing mills - manufacturer
Textile & fabric finishing mills - converter
Textile & fabric finishing mills - commission fini

TEXTILE & FABRIC FINISHING MILLS: 59 MARKET RESEARCH CHAPTERS:


SPREADSHEET CHAPTERS:


NATIONAL DATA - by Country by Year.

1. RELATIVE CONSUMPTION - in US$ (Purchasing Parity Index applied) by Country by each Product (4-10 Digit Product Code) by Year: 1997 to Current year, Medium Term Forecast Current year to 2020, Long Term Forecast 2021-2028.

2. LOCAL CONSUMPTION - in Local Currency (Relative Inflation Index applied)


4. PRODUCT MARKETING COSTS & MARGINS

5. PRODUCT LAUNCH DATA - given as a percentage of Revenues - by Country by Year - Forecast Current year to 2020, Forecast 2021-2028.

6. IMMEDIATE BUYERS & END USERS / CUSTOMER BASE PROFILE

7. IMMEDIATE BUYERS & END USERS / CONSUMER DEMOGRAPHICS - by Country by Year - Forecast Current year to 2020, Forecast 2021-2028.

8. HISTORIC INDUSTRY BALANCE SHEET DATA

10. INDUSTRY PROFILE - by Country by Year.

11. NATIONAL DATA - by Country by Year.

The report is on a DVD containing the entire web and databases, or it is available online. Readers can access & reproduce the information for their own documents or reports.

Tables & databases as Access & Excel formats on the DVD to enable readers to produce their own spreadsheet calculations and modeling.
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